We report on the excitation of large-amplitude waves, with a probability of around 1% of total peaks, on a photorefractive SBN crystal, by using a simple experimental setup at room temperature. We excite the system using a narrow gaussian beam and observe different dynamical regimes tailored by the value and time rate of an applied voltage. We identify two main dynamical regimes: a caustic one for energy spreading and a speckling one for peak emergence. Our observations are well described by a two-dimensional Schrödinger model with saturable local nonlinearity. https: //www.osapublishing.org/ol/abstract.cfm ?uri=ol-44-11-2807 The phenomenon of rogue waves (RWs) dates back from observations of isolated large amplitude water waves on the sea surface, appearing out of nowhere and disappearing without a trace [1] . These rare events were statistically associated with long tails of high amplitude wave distributions. Nowadays, they are related to extreme events (EEs) arising in the presence of many uncorrelated grains of activity, which are inhomogeneously distributed in large spatial domains of complex media and they are being studied in different fields of science [2] . Diversity and particularity of RWs cause many uncertainties regarding their definition, origin, predictability and statistics [3] . Besides the fact that EEs generation is related to the phenomena with long-tails statistics, there is a well-established approach that relates their appearance with the merging of coherent structures [4, 5] . Within optical systems, the study of RWs include light propagation in optical fibers [4] , nonlinear optical cavities [6] , and photorefractive crystals. RWs were observed on a BaTiO 3 :Co crystal [7] on a highly nonlinear regime showing spatiotemporal turbulence. Ref.
The phenomenon of rogue waves (RWs) dates back from observations of isolated large amplitude water waves on the sea surface, appearing out of nowhere and disappearing without a trace [1] . These rare events were statistically associated with long tails of high amplitude wave distributions. Nowadays, they are related to extreme events (EEs) arising in the presence of many uncorrelated grains of activity, which are inhomogeneously distributed in large spatial domains of complex media and they are being studied in different fields of science [2] . Diversity and particularity of RWs cause many uncertainties regarding their definition, origin, predictability and statistics [3] . Besides the fact that EEs generation is related to the phenomena with long-tails statistics, there is a well-established approach that relates their appearance with the merging of coherent structures [4, 5] . Within optical systems, the study of RWs include light propagation in optical fibers [4] , nonlinear optical cavities [6] , and photorefractive crystals. RWs were observed on a BaTiO 3 :Co crystal [7] on a highly nonlinear regime showing spatiotemporal turbulence. Ref. [8] reports optical RWs on a KLTN crystal where nanodisorder, giant nonlinearity (NL) and high temperature generate large intensity events (IEs). The ferroelectric-to-paraelectric transition also generate RWs due to thermally induced focusing and defocusing effects [9] , where a transition from linear to highly nonlinear regimes promotes a turbulent dynamics [10] . Modulational instability (MI) and pattern formation in SBN photorefractive crystals, using incoherent [11] and coherent [12] light beams, promote the appearance of different optical patterns, including stripes and filaments. This is due to a combined action of different mechanisms like crosstalk and NL, which are believed to be essential for the observation of RWs [7] . It was shown recently that the existence of purely linear large IEs was also possible due to isolated caustic effects * Corresponding author email: carla.hermann@uchile.cl on an optical sea [13] .
Here, we investigate experimentally, and corroborate numerically, the appearance of large-amplitude events on a SBN photorefractive crystal. The key elements in our study are the simplicity of the experiment, its reproducibility, and the robust appearance of RWs under simple controlled conditions, without requiring large NLs neither turbulence phenomena. By injecting a low power Gaussian beam (GB), and ramping an externally applied voltage, we are able to distinguish between different dynamical regimes. We observe that for low applied voltages (weak NL) the beam experiences a caustic-like distribution. Amplitudes at the background level are very small and, therefore, we observe a mixture of linear and nonlinear waves coexisting and forming different interference profiles, which resemble caustic-like patterns [13] . When increasing the voltage and, as a consequence the NL of the system, we observe a pattern fragmentation into narrow light spots, where some of them have a huge intensity. We compare the peak intensities measured in the experiment and in the numerical simulations to identify the excitation of EEs. Additionally, we numerically study the dynamics along the crystal to elucidate the appearance of RWs during propagation. We start our investigation by experimentally studying the propagation of GBs on a 0.005% CeO 2 doped SBN:75 photorefractive crystal, using the setup sketched in Fig. 1(a) . Our sample has a transversal area of 5 × 2 mm 2 with a length of 10 mm (propagation coordinate z). Our crystal has a 20 times larger nonlinear response for a polarization along the vertical axis (x), in comparison to the polarizations perpendicular to it [14] . The nonlinear response is controlled indirectly by an external voltage applied in the crystal vertical axis (smaller crystal dimension). We expand a 532 nm laser beam by a 20× microscope objective. We define the beam polarization (x) and power (10 µW) with a sequence of a λ/2 waveplate and a linear polarizer. The optical axis is defined by aligning the laser beam with respect to the sample center. The crystal is fixed to a rotational-elevation stage mounted on a micrometer translation platform. To observe the optical patterns at the input and output facets of the crystal, we use a beam profiler CCD camera.
We explore the crystal response by defining two input parameters: beam width and power. The former is reduced by using a plano convex lens of 50 mm focal length, achieving an input GB approximately 10 µm wide (see Fig. 1 (a)-inset). The output beam profile after propagating 10 mm through the crystal without any applied voltage, is shown in Fig. 1(b) . As it is observed, the input beam strongly spreads inside the crystal and it spatially evolves to a wide gaussian profile, ≈ 50 times larger. This pattern possesses several spatial irregularities, which can be related either to fluctuations in the nominal linear refractive index (due to previous experiments) or to inhomogeneities on the GB itself. These spatial fluctuations are important in our experiment because they create spatial regions with different light density and, in someway, they initialize the filamentation process. Therefore, we have a natural spatial symmetry breaking mechanism, which drives the system to a non-homogeneous state.
Our experiment shows rich dynamics depending on the parameters used to excite the SBN sample. This is related to the nonlinear response of the crystal, which in our case depends directly on the light intensity. However, as we completely define the light intensity to a constant value (fixing the input power and input waist), we effectively modify the nonlinear response of the crystal by means of an externally applied voltage. When increasing this control parameter, we observe two different dynamical regimes. If we increase the voltage fast enough (∼ seconds), the GB rapidly collapses to a 2D bright soliton [15] . After this solution is formed, it is possible to observe stable or unstable patterns, which strongly depend on the input power, external voltage and crystal length. Differently, a slow voltage increment (∼ minutes) allows for the light to spread smoothly over the crystal, facilitating the creation of several regions of larger light density, observing some kind of agglomeration diffusive process. Interestingly, here light is able to localize weakly over different spatial domains. Nevertheless, as the local power is not that high, the radiation of energy between neighboring big spots (crosstalk) is still possible. This smooth dissemination of energy (mediated by an inhomogeneous initial diffraction process), plus a slow nonlinear increment, gives us the necessary mechanisms to observe large-amplitude events on our photorefractive setup, without requiring to work neither on a highly nonlinear regime [7] nor close to a thermal crystal transition [8] .
Typical output profiles for the slow variation regime are shown in Figs. 1(c)-(e) . To statistically analyze the data, we defined the following protocol: we increase the voltage from 0 to a maximum of 225 V, in steps of 25 V every 15 minutes. This smooth increment allows an adiabatic transformation of the output spatial profile. We observe a rather static (nonlinear stationary-like complex localized) pattern that allows us to take a representative image of the output facet every 15 minutes, which characterizes the state of the system at a given voltage. We obtain images every 25 V, although we focus on larger voltage values where peaks are spatially more localized, having an average width lower than ≈ 10 µm. At low voltages, we observe a tendency of a macroscopic agglomeration of energy in wide light spots, as Figs. 1(c) and (d) show. Then, by a further increment of the voltage up to ∼ 100 V, we observe that narrow light spots become connected by some kind of light currents that are associated to a caustic-like energy spreading [13] . By increasing further the voltage, we observe the appearance of several large amplitude peaks, which have a small individual spatial extent [see Fig. 1(e) ]. We run the same experiment 30 times to increase the statistical ensemble. Before initializing every new experimental realization, we apply a white light source to erase any induced refractive index pattern, which could be imprinted inside the crystal in a previous experiment. We check this by inspecting the output linear profile [ Fig. 1(b) ] and determine whether there is a need to continue erasing the crystal or to simply translate the sample to a more homogeneous region. We analyze each obtained image and look for local maxima above a given defined threshold value (chosen to avoid background events). To avoid saturation, we set the exposure time on the beam profiler to 1 ms for 125 and 150 V, and to 0.5 ms for range 175 − 225 V. The intensity scale is defined in the interval 0 − 255 levels (typical scale for images), where zero means no light and 255 represents the largest intensity, depending on the chosen exposure time. In general, heavy-tailed intensity distributions are an indicator of the existence of EEs [16] . By following a standard criterion on RWs [5] , we consider as EEs those with intensities larger than twice a significant intensity I s , which is defined as the average value of the highest intensity tertile of the corresponding probability density function (PDF) distribution (see inset in Fig. 2) . Events with an abnormality index AI ≡ I/I s > 2 are considered as RWs. To determine the probability of RWs, we compute P (IE> AI) = 1− cumulative PDF. This represent the probability of having an IE with an AI larger than a certain value, P (IE> AI) (see Fig. 2 ). Hence, the probability of having RWs corresponds to the value at which the data crosses AI = 2. We detect for {125, 150, 175, 200, 225} voltages, a total number of {167, 364, 375, 511, 662} IE, from where {1, 7, 8, 16, 20} are considered as EEs, respectively. Therefore, the percentage of occurrence in our experiments is only {0.6, 1.9, 2.1, 3.1, 3.0}%. We observe that large intensity events are always below ∼ 3% of the total data, which indicates that our reported RWs are rare and have very low statistics.
From the theoretical side, the light propagation through photorefractive media can be modeled mathematically by a 2D nonlinear Schrödinger equation with saturable nonlinearity [14] i ∂ ∂z ψ(x, y, z) + β∇ ⊥ ψ(x, y, z) − g ψ(x, y, z) 1 + |ψ(x, y, z)| 2 = 0 .
(1) ψ(x, y, z) corresponds to the envelope of the electrical field, z to the propagation coordinate, β the diffraction coefficient (fixed to 1), and ∇ ⊥ corresponds to the transverse Laplacian operator. The nonlinear coefficient is denoted by g and it is proportional to the external applied voltage in the experiment. A positive g-value implies a focusing regime, while a negative one refers to a defocusing case [3] . We focus here on describing phenomenologically the observed steady-state patterns, which are in general well described by model (1) (local saturable NL is able to produce long-range phenomena, due to a natural generation of broader spatial patterns [14] ). The quantitative changes between the two regimes can be associated with the slow nonlinear response of the photorefractive SBN crystal, which is of saturable nature. This response is determined by the interplay between external voltage, charge dynamics and light interaction. Under the influence of internal and external electric fields, charges start to redistribute, hence a non-homogeneous refractive index change occurs via the electro-optic effect. Then, the different observed dynamical phases could be related to different values and rates of the external voltage in the experiment.
We initialize our numerical simulations by injecting a noise seeded GB, with a certain width and intensity (similar to experimental values), into equation (1) . The noise is added by an uniform random number generator, having a mean value equal to zero and a maximum value equal to 1% of the beam amplitude. The beam propagation through the SBN saturable media is obtained by applying a standard split-step pseudo-spectral procedure [17] . We fix the propagation length to 10 mm, while the input width is of the order of 10 µm. The transversal area is 1 × 1 mm 2 . Different dynamical regimes can be distinguished in the parameter region above the MI threshold, depending on g (Fig. 3) . Randomly fluctuating intensity patterns are obtained for low g-values (Fig. 3(a) ), which agrees well with the experiments at low voltage ( Fig. 1(c) ). We identify a wide agglomeration, having a non-homogeneous pattern due to the effects associated to NL during the beam propagation. When g is increased, the beam shows a speckling-like profile due to the initial non-homogeneous expansion of the light and the corresponding self-focusing response of the crystal. This allows the clustering of light in very specific regions generating high intensity spots. Figure 3(b) shows a numerical example of this for g = 8, which is in good phenomenological agreement with the experimental results shown in Fig. 1(e) .
The numerical integration provides the possibility to construct a phase diagram to study different dynamical regimes, with g as a control parameter. Figure 3(c) shows the averaged full width half maximum (FWHM) of output profiles versus g. We observe in a purely linear regime that the FWHM expands strongly compared to the input value. In the presence of NL, the beam simply shrinks due the self-trapping phenomena and the output FWHM just decreases. However, a transient regime between 1 g 1.7 can be distinguished. Here, a single peak soliton-like beam generates wide multi-peak localized structures. This precedes the regime with causticlike patterns (1.7 g 2.5), characterized by an averaged FWHM of around 7.5 µm (shaded area in Fig. 3(c) ). After this caustic region, the averaged FWHM is reduced, which is consistent with the appearance of small size light spots due to the overall filamentation process occurring at larger values of g. We simultaneously plot the maximum amplitude (A max ≡ √ I max ) observed for every realization, after averaging at different values of g. We observe that this amplitude has a slight increment when the dynamics change from a caustic regime to a filamentation process. This is due to conservation of energy, which indicates that a multi-peak pattern has to split the total power in several spots and, therefore, peaks can only contain a limited amount of energy. Additionally, the saturable nature of the NL produces an upper bound for A max .
By statistically analyzing the output intensity profiles, we compare our numerical simulations with the data in Fig. 2 . We check the distribution of high intensity peaks for 100 numerical realizations for g = 6, 8 and 10 (speckling regime), and compute as well the P (IE> AI). These results are presented as additional confirmation of suitability of a relatively simple mathematical-numerical model to our experiment, with the main objective of demonstrating a qualitative comparison of the phenomena. For g equal to {6, 8, 10} we find {14, 20, 42} EEs on an ensemble of {676, 1080, 1281} IE. We observe that RWs increase with NL, as expected from the experimental counterpart.
The experimental data in our setup is collected from the output intensity profiles, hence the dynamics inside the crystal is "hidden". However, numerical simulations allow us to study the dynamics along z. We compute the integral intensity distribution P I [18] for different values of g, which takes into account light intensities along the whole propagation through the sample (Fig. 4) . For g = 0.1 and 0.5 the tails are insignificant indicating the negligible number of high amplitude events. The slope of tails is exponential one (< −1). Entering into the caustic-like region, g = 1.85, we observe a power-law behavior of P I in the whole range of intensities. We observe that the slope of this distribution changes with I (see the two dark green straight lines in Fig. 4) . Power-law like distributions are observed in the filamentation (speckling) regime too, with different slope rates (g = {6, 10}), commonly related to the emergence of EEs [3] . Differently, the maximum intensities in the caustic-like regime are smaller compared to those reached in the speckling regime for the chosen g values. For g = 10 we observe that there are more events with smaller intensity than for g = 1.85, as a consequence of slow and spontaneously initiated clustering of events in the background. These clusters represent energy seeds for the formation of few high IEs. Additionally, we can estimate the probability of occurrence of EEs, defined as P ee = I>Ia P I dI [18] , obtaining that P ee is of order 0.1% to 1% in caustic-like and speckling cases presented here. This value agrees well with the experimentally and numerically estimated ratio (EE/IE) extracted from maximum light intensity at the output facet of the crystal. The last points out the existence and significance of huge amplitude events during the whole light propagation through the crystal. We plan to continue our research in this direction expecting to arrange a new experimental setup to confirm our numerical findings.
We have studied experimental and numerically the appearance of large amplitude waves on a SBN crystal. By tuning the external voltage, we were able to generate the experimental conditions to observe different dynamical regimes. We identified a caustic-like regime, where an effective energy dissemination through the crystal was observed. When increasing the voltage, we observed the growth of local clusters with the consequent generation of large amplitude peaks having very low statistics. This is always observed in our setup, showing that large IEs are quite a robust phenomena in these kind of nonlinear systems and, particularly in our experiment, without the need of any extra mechanism neither any special stimulation. The key elements in our study are the simplicity of the experiment, its reproducibility, and the robust appearance of RWs under simple conditions. Our observations are well supported by a saturable model, which correctly predicts the dissemination and the speckling regimes. Our numerics give also an estimation of the occurrence of RWs in the order of 1% of total peaks, which agrees well with our experimental results.
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